We give a constructive proof of Herschfeld's Convergence Theorem. The proof is based on simple and generalisable insights about concave/convex functions. Explicit convergence bounds are derived. A new special function is defined to enable one of these bounds to be expressed.
Introduction
In this paper, we present a constructive proof of Herschfeld's Convergence Theorem. This theorem is reformulated in such a way that a constructive proof is possible. The need for reformulation is discussed in greater detail at the end.
Though this result is stated only for square-roots, it is easy to generalise it to all powers in the interval (0, 1).
Motivation
The motivation for writing this paper was to better understand how to "constructivise" arguments that appeal to the Monotone Convergence Theorem. An example of that being Herschfeld's original proof of his eponymous theorem. The approach taken in this paper for doing this is given by Lemma 3, which is used multiple times.
Motivation for pursuing constructivity
Subjective aesthetics are one. Additionally, constructive existence proofs result in algorithms and effective error bounds, which are of interest to numerical analysis.
Constructive mathematics is also interesting because it allows one to fundamentally change their perspective on different areas of mathematics. There are promising constructive approaches to Computability, General Topology, Differential Geometry, Algebraic Topology, and many other areas of mathematics. While none of these concepts are relevant to this paper, it should provide some additional motivation for pursuing constructive proofs.
Related work
A very thorough chronology of results on problems related to infinite radicals and continued f -functions is provided by Jones (2017) .
One of the first complete proofs of the necessary and sufficient condition for convergence of an infinite radical was given by Herschfeld (1935) , but an earlier proof was given by Paul Wiernsberger in 1904. This result was rediscovered 50 years later by Sizer (1986) .
The problem of determining general convergence conditions of an infinite radical was posed by Pólya and Szegö (1916) . This problem had been solved earlier by Wiernsberger and later on by Herschfeld.
Some interesting closed-form solutions of special cases were found by Ramanujan among others (Ramanujan 1911) (see Jones (2017) for others).
Jones studied various generalisations of Herschfeld's convergence result. These generalisations allow for the powers to be arbitrary positive numbers (Jones 1995) in the range (1, ∞) or arbitrary negative numbers (Jones 2015) .
Further work related to this topic is overviewed in a thorough survey paper by Jones (2017) which contains abstracts of many different papers related to this topic.
Overview and strategy
A note on notation: All numbers are taken to be real numbers. The symbol φ denotes the golden ratio, equal to both 
One of the ideas behind the proofs below is an error estimation strategy. Let's say that u = 1 + 2 + √ 3 + A is an upper bound for some infinite radical, and l = 1 + 2 + √ 3 + B is a lower bound for the same infinite radical. Then it turns out that the error, expressed by the difference between u and l, can be upper-bounded in a very simple way:
In other words, lowering the numbers 1, 2 and 3 down to 0 amplifies the error. But doing so also makes the error estimate much simpler. It turns out that when applied to an upper bound given by Herschfeld, and a lower bound given in this paper, the resulting estimate of the error can be shown to approach zero. This is how Theorem 1 is proved.
Also it's worth pointing out that
In other words, by increasing the 1s, 2s and 3s to larger numbers, we can lowerbound the error. This allows us to prove the converse of Theorem 1, which is Theorem 2.
Raising the values inside the radicals in this way results in expressions that aren't as simple as A 1/8 − B 1/8 . To get a handle on these expressions, a new special function called U (r) is introduced, and basic properties of it are proved.
The statement of Herschfeld's Theorem given in this paper could be considered strange because it's different to Herschfeld's original formulation. This objection is refuted by showing that other potential formulations of Herschfeld's Convergence Theorem are not constructive, including Herschfeld's original formulation.
Absence of differentiation
The error estimation technique used in this paper contrasts with the one proposed by Herschfeld, in that it doesn't use any differentiation. This is useful because the derivative of any expression that involves nested radicals is quite complicated. For instance,
In this paper, we propose another error estimation technique, stated in general terms by Lemma 3, which allows one to work with easier expressions. This technique is not derivative-based.
Concave functions Lemma 1
For any concave function h, real number x, and ∆x ∈ R + , it holds that h(
Proof

The definition of concavity implies h(∆x) ≥
Subtracting h(0) from both sides gives
Similarly, the definition of concavity implies
. Subtracting h(x + ∆x) from both sides, and then negating, gives
Combining (1) with (2) gives
Remark t, b, u and l can be remembered using the mnemonics "top", "bottom", "upper" and "lower", which indicate through opposite meanings which is greater than which. There is no implied ordering between top and lower, or bottom and upper, because top isn't opposite to lower.
Proof
Apply Lemma 1 to H(X)
= h(b + l + X), x = t − b, ∆x = u − l to get H(∆x) − H(0) ≥ H(x + ∆x) − H(x) which is equivalent to h(b + u) − h(b + l) ≥ h(t + u) − h(t + l).
Lemma 2
If f and g are concave functions, and f is non-decreasing, then f • g is also concave and non-decreasing.
Proof f • g is clearly non-decreasing. We hence show that it's concave: Given any x, y ∈ R and λ ∈ [0, 1], we have that
Lemma 3
For any concave and non-decreasing function h, pair of real numbers u > l, and two sequences (a k )
Proof
Repeated applications of Lemma 2 and Corollary 1.1 give:
Radical capped implies radical converges Lemma 4
The function x → x 1/n , R + → R + with n > 1 is a concave function.
Proof
The second derivative is negative which implies concavity.
Lemma 5
Given a sequence (b k ) n k=1 of non-negative numbers and l < u, it holds that
Proof
This follows from Lemma 3, where h(x) = √ x and (a k ) n 1 is such that a k = 0. We get that
Lemma 6
Given an infinite non-negative sequence (a k )
k , and furthermore M > 0, then there exists an integer
Proof
We will assume without loss of generality that a 1 > 0. This assumption can be lifted.
Either 
Corollary 6.1
For any integer T , if there exists a positive M = sup
Define (a n ) n∈Z + by a n = a n+T . Let M = sup n→∞ (a n ) 2 −n . We then have that
Applying lemma 2 to (a n ) n and M gives that there exists an integer N such that a 1 + a 2 + . . . a N > M . Substituting the a n s and M s back in gives
Lemma 7
Proof
We first see that 1 + . . . √ 1 < φ for any finite number of 1s. This follows since
and so on.
We also take note that M √ 1 + . . . 1 with n occurences of 1 is equal to
Theorem 1
Given the infinite sequence (a k ) ∞ k=1 where each a k is a non-negative real number, if there exists an infinite sequence (s k )
√ a n converges.
Proof
Let n be an arbitrary integer. By Corollary 6.1, for all sufficiently large t > n,
And by Lemma 7, we have that a 1 + . . . a n + . . .
So we have an upper bound u = a 1 + . . . √ a n + s n φ and a lower bound l = a 1 + . . . √ a n + s n on the value of a 1 . . . √ a t for any sufficiently large t.
We upper bound u − l using Lemma 5:
Since the sequence s n is decreasing in n, we have that the error estimate n = s n (φ 2 −n − 1) converges to 0. This implies that the sequence r n is a Cauchy sequence, and therefore converges.
The function U (r)
In this section, we define an interesting function called U (r), and investigate some of its properties. We will use it to prove Theorem 2. It is defined for all r ∈ R as:
where
and f n is the n-fold iteration of
One of the lemmas here will justify that this limit exists. Sometimes the notation U n (r) will be shortened to U n .
Lemma 8
U n+1 (r) < U n (r) for all r > 1 and all n ∈ Z + .
Proof r
and since f n is monotonic, it follows that
We will sometimes abbreviate this to "L n ".
Lemma 9
L n+1 (r) > L n (r) for all r ∈ R and all n ∈ Z + .
Proof r
Lemma 10
For any a and
Proof
Let n = max(a, b). We have that
≤ U a and we are done.
Lemma 11
The limit defining U (r) = lim n→∞ U n (r) exists.
Remark
Classically, this could be proved using the Monotone Convergence Theorem. This follows from observing that U n is decreasing with n and is bounded below by φ (which it will never get close to; as we will later show). But this would not be constructive, and would not give us any way of computing U (r). Below, we shall prove it constructively.
Proof
Given any n and i ∈ Z + , we have that
We therefore have that
which converges to 0 with increasing n.
Therefore (U n ) is a Cauchy sequence, and so converges.
Lemma 12
For all r > 1 and n ∈ Z + , it holds that U n (r) > U (r) > φ where the inequalities are all strict.
Proof
Here, we benefit from constructively proving the well-definedness of U (r).
Assume r > 1. Choose some N > log 2 log r (φ). We have that
and we are done.
Lemma 13
For s ∈ R and r ∈ R, if s > r ≥ 1, then U (s) > U (r).
Proof
Consider any n > log 2 log s/r φ. We have that
Taking the limit as n → ∞ gives
The strict inequality is due to the fact that when s > r ≥ 1, the sequence L n (s) is increasing (Lemma 9), and the sequence U n (s) is decreasing (Lemma 8). So they move further apart with increasing n.
Lemma 14
Given a finite sequence (a k ) n k=1 , a positive number M ∈ R such that a k ≤ M 2 k , and some number x > M , we have that a 1 + . . .
Proof
We first use Lemma 3 to get that
We also see that
It therefore follows that for positive k,
so we take the limit as k approaches ∞ to get
Altogether then, we have that
Radical converges implies radical capped Lemma 15
Given the infinite sequence (a k ) ∞ k=1 , if the sequence r n = a 1 + . . . √ a n converges, then there exists an M ∈ R such that M = sup
k . We turn to the sequence (r n ), and use the fact that it is a Cauchy sequence. Let > 0. We have that there is an H ∈ Z, such that for all K ∈ Z for which K > H, we have that r K − r H < .
. We consider the former possibility, which will incidentally imply the latter possibility:
As H increases, the ratio of the leftmost and rightmost sides approaches 1, showing that M n is a Cauchy sequence. Knowing that M n has a limit called M , we drive K to ∞ to get the constructive formula:
Theorem 2
Given the infinite sequence (a k ) ∞ k=1 where each a k is a non-negative real number, if the sequence r n = a 1 + . . . √ a n converges, then there exists an infinite
Proof
We construct s n by applying Lemma 15 (which comes with a constructive formula!) to any subsequence (a k ) ∞ k=n . 
Constructivity of reformulations of Herschfeld's Theorem
Theorem 3
Strong HCT b implies LPO.
Proof
Consider an infinite binary sequence (b n ) n∈N . We define a new sequence (c n ) of real numbers, such that We have LPO.
This shows that our formulation of Constructive HCT, though strange, is necessary to be in the form it is. 
